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ABSTRACT
Webb, Jesse B. M Arch. The University of Memphis. May 2013. Experience and Activity, Architecture is Attraction: Using Phenomenological Architecture and Activity Based Urban Planning to Ignite
the Urban Community. Major Professor: Michael K. Chisamore, M. Arch.

This thesis explores the notion that “architecture is attraction”. Architecture exerts an attractive force, compelling human interaction and habitation. Insight is sought as to what compels
this “attraction”. People value architecture through two assessments: their visceral experiences,
and the activities performed at a given place. A “perpetually attractive site” is designed for these
attributes through phenomenological devices, and activity based planning. This methodology is
executed in a statement building, impacting the urban fabric.
The project culmination is the “Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex” (Figure 1) in downtown
Youngstown, Ohio. Youngstown was a once booming steel town stifled by outsourcing. Recently
the city has been reviving, embracing it’s identity. The mixed use development offers lodging downtown, while the venue/rink performs interactive urban tasks drawing in multiple demographics. The
downtown district becomes an “urban magnet” for entertainment, dining, and nightlife, creating a
backdrop for the memories and actions of the city.

Figure 1. Super-graphic on facade of “Steel City Hotel” - (Author)
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CHAPTER 1
Experience & Activity, Architecture is Attraction

Architecture is an art and science that requires extensive
experience to begin to fully comprehend the ethereal nature of
the “design process”. As architects we engage in a life of long
education to acquire the skill or language by which we design.
This knowledge base is limitless, continuing to expand throughout a career. In the pursuit of a Master’s Thesis one seeks to
gain tangible insight into the design process both in general,
and at a personal level. This requires the dissecting and

One of the essential means of conceptualization for any

Prime design goals have thus been outlined. Fundamen-

project is to define one’s goals for the end product and user.

tally in any architectural pursuit one must envision and plan for

Architect and theorist Alberto Campo Baeza describes the

both the activities that will be performed or occur at an architec-

necessary goals in architectural design as needing,

tural location, as well as the sensual experience of an inhabitant.

To serve the needs of man (Function), to adequately respond to the surrounding landscape
(Context), to build rationally (Construction), and
accessible to all (Economy) etc…, should be the
qualities of architectural creation. … Like a gift,
architecture must offer man a mysterious but
real ‘something more’; Beauty. Intelligent beauty
is the consequence of buildings which are built
ideas. (Campo Baeza, 2009, p. 322)

Thus, one can reasonably suggest that the essential elements
that attract us to architecture are our sensual experiences and
our function-based activities. This is the basis for a design
methodology that will be further explored.
But how does the mind quantify its attraction to a place?
At the conscious root of all extraordinary experience is the

understanding of one’s individual goals, tendencies, likes and

Here Baeza is putting forth five categories that must be ideally

psychological impact it has on the mind. This is manifested

dislikes; and their relation to architecture in general.

fulfilled; Function, Context, Construction, Economy, and Beauty

through the thoughts or memories that retain their prominence

Consequently, the development of a methodology one can

executed through an idea.

in a consciousness. Essentially, memory is the currency of

utilize throughout a career that clearly defines an approach that

One can distill these elements down even further to a dis-

thought: the greater the impact of the positive experience the

for design success, is a goal to which one should aspire. This

tinct prime set of criterion. The function, economy, and context

more powerful the attraction to a place becomes, thus attain-

thesis seeks explore and seek insight into the design process

fundamentally deal with the activities we perform at a building,

ing higher value in the thinker’s mind. Furthermore, all reality

while developing an applicable methodology to the pursuit of ar-

the ease and cost at which we perform these activities, and their

based memories inevitably correspond to a specific place and

chitectural knowledge. The first step is to answer a fundamental

relation to surrounding urban elements. He also

time. Consequentially, the means by which we quantify our at-

question: What attracts us to architecture?

describes beauty executed through an idea as a primary

traction to a given place is based on the memories created and

consideration. Here the visceral three-dimensional experience

the psychological impact of our experiences. Accordingly, ar-

say that architecture exerts an attractive force on people, com-

of beauty or awe-inspiring wonderment is vital to an excellent

chitects should then seek to have their designs be memorable,

pelling human interaction and habitation. This “attraction” is the

design. This beauty is executed through an idea, or rather an

in both their experiential quality and the availability of desirable

essence of architecture. The goal of the project is then to gain

architectural theory or concept guiding the assemblage of these

activity.

insight as to what compels this “attraction”. This question is

desired goals.

The proposal is that “architecture is attraction”. This is to

intrinsically linked to human goals in the design of architectural
environments and the urban fabric.
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architect. The first half of the diagram displays each building
type at it’s opening. This is described as an initial assessment.
What is interesting is that this value system is subject to time
and certain attributes hold up better than others. The second
half of the diagram shows those same building types having
their value assessed later in their lifespan. Interestingly, function almost inevitably dissipates over time. This is a result of the
degradation of the function of a building’s systems, as well as
the applicability of it’s purpose. Conversely, the artistic humanistic qualities of a building have a much longer lifespan and can
Figure 2. Building Type Value Over Time Diagram - (Author)
Architecture as Art vs. Functional Utilitarianism
If experience and activity attract us to architecture, and

change with age and dilapidation.
A “great building” should fulfill both value attributes. It is

value of these particular buildings changes over time. Here we

unique, however, that as a building ages we are willing to per-

these are quantified by memories, how can architecture be

can see real world architectural phenomena whereby a de-

ceive it more and more as a work of art rather than a servant for

valued? Architectural theorists fundamentally value architecture

signer will pursue one goal or value system much greater than

our needs. Alberto Campo Baeza describes this subjectivity to

through two essential means: their aesthetic and spatial quali-

the other. Some “design heavy buildings” seek to accentuate

time in architecture as he writes,

ties (phenomenological experience), and how well a building

the artistic qualities of the project while possibly over-looking

performs it’s function (linked to activity). Here are two basic

some important functional elements. Other “function heavy

perspectives of valuing a project which outline two schools of

buildings” take a strictly utilitarian approach, valuing mainly it’s

thought in design both of which should be present in great ar-

performance, while often discarding any humanistic or aesthetic

chitecture.

goals. Lastly, a “great building” should perform highly in both of

The first values architecture primarily as art, while the
second values it primarily for it’s function. Figure 2 is a diagram
which discusses project types in which the two value systems
are either balanced or not balanced. It also explores how our

these value systems, being both beautiful and highly

Time strips architecture to its most essential.
Dimension, proportion, and scale give life to the
materials which contain in their interior the invisible tension of gravity. All of these are washed by
light – builder of time – which produces a visible
tension capable of moving man to silence.
(Campo Baeza, 2009, p. 354)
Artistically, age and weathering give new life to architecture.
Free from servitude, deriving value from form, material, and

functioning.
These differences in project goals often derive from
restrictions in budget, as well as a specific bias in the client or
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light, the building becomes part of the collective memory.

CHAPTER 2
The Methodology
Theorist Christopher Alexander further examines the
Having derived answers to the fundamental questions of
what attracts us to architecture, and how we perceive and value
it, a design methodology based on the prime architectural goals
of experience and activity executed by means of an architectural
theory/concept can be developed. In many ways the design
process is a means of organizing and communicating ideas,
much like a language.
Author Richard Coyne describes concepts pertaining to

make up of an architectural language as he writes,
The elements are patterns. There is a structure
on the patterns, which describes how each pattern is itself a pattern of other smaller patterns.
And there are also rules, embedded in the patterns, which describe the way that they can be
created, and the way that they must be arranged
with respect to other patterns. (Alexander, The
Timeless Way of Building, 1979, p. 185)
Alexander further defines architectural language as: a series
of patterns within patterns, guided by a series of decisions or

architecture as a language explored by philosopher Jacques

rules to construct a design. In this new methodology the linked

Derrida when he writes,

patterns of phenomenological experiences and urban activities

Different languages and dialects exhibit diverse
grammars. Perhaps architecture conforms similarly to conventions that can be recorded and
analyzed as grammars. Spaces get arranged relative to one another in certain ways. ... Students
of architecture learn architecture’s languages, and
new recruits to an architectural firm adopt its ways
of identifying and arranging design elements.
(Coyne, 2011, p. 11)

are guided, and actualized, by a series of rules or architectural
theories/concepts.
“Architecture transcends geometry. It is an organic link
between concept and form. Architecture’s meaning lies in the
intertwining of its site, phenomena, [and] its idea” (Holl, Intertwining, 1998, p. 15). This quote from Steven Holl fundamen-

Here Coyne shows how architecture is a language; a series of

tally supports the proposed methodology of having two basic

conventions or patterns that organize ideas, with different

goal groups, experience and activity, threaded together through

dialects being learned by different groups. A methodology

the idea or architectural theory/concept. “Intertwining the site,

then, is a defined language based on learned patterns,

(and) phenomena” essentially pertains to actualizing desired

decisions, and conceptualizations in design that are derived

activities (performed and defined by the site), and our sensual

over time.

experience (phenomena). These goals are then intertwined
through the idea (architectural theory/concept). Alberto Campo
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Baeza echoes these concepts with slightly different terminology
as he writes, “An idea being called to be built, [is] an essential
space with the capacity to translate efficiently [these conceptual] ideas, and the light which put the man in relation with those
spaces” (Campo Baeza, 2009, p. 334).

Figure 3. Methodology Diagram - (Author)

The diagram shown above (Figure 3) displays the
methodology. On one side (red) is the goal of sensual
experience, performed through phenomenological devices at

into a design through architectural theory or conceptualization

is then applied to the particular circumstances of an

(purple).

architectural pursuit.

Conversely, the overriding architectural theory/concept is

This methodology can act as a guiding system in almost

the micro, or architectural level. This goal is sensually tangible

intangible, acting only organizationally or conceptually, and

any design. The approach puts forth the notion that a design

and both consciously and sub-consciously experienced. On the

experienced sub-consciously. Theory is a more general device

that plans for attributes to create an impactful experience with

other side (blue) is the goal of activity, performed at the macro

pertaining to abstract architectural thought in design that

enjoyable activities can become a statement building, forming a

level through programming and activity based urban planning.

informs the overall language of architecture. Concept is

‘perpetually attractive’ site in the city, which transcends time and

Similarly this goal is tangible through action and consciously

essentially a form of theory that is site and project specific.

ignites the urban community.

experienced. These goals are intrinsically linked, threaded

Concept often derives from an over arching theoretical idea that
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CHAPTER 3
The City - Youngstown, Ohio

The goal of this methodology is to devise a system of creating impactful buildings that enrich communities and ignite activity. In testing this methodology one
would look for a city where the impacts of a designed statement building might have
serious implications as to the viability of the local economy, as well as the overall
attractability. This would be a small city looking to revive or regrow. Ideally it would
be a place with inherent valuable physical city elements, as well as a rich local culture
from which to draw inspiration and insight into the building’s design.
Youngstown, Ohio is particularly well suited to explore the impacts of a
statement building designed around experience and activity as it fits all of the outlined
criterion. The city is small, looking to revitalize. A powerful architectural attraction
might have a substantial impact on the urban fabric. It is also home to multiple
inherent attractive city elements, as well as a rich local culture, both of which will be
discussed shortly. In fact, in 2009 Entrepreneur Magazine rated Youngstown
(population 73,818) one of the top 10 best cities in America to start a business as a
result of the low cost of living, local governmental incentives, and business incubator
efforts (Broderick, 2009).
The diagram to the right (Figure 4) displays the surrounding suburbs that have
increased in population as Youngstown’s has dwindled. The goal of the project is to
bring both money and people back from the suburbs and into the city with a vibrant
downtown.

Figure 4. Surrounding Counties Diagram - City Goals - (Author)
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Figure 5. City Assets Diagram - (Author)
Inherent Valuable Physical City Elements

Youngstown State University. Mill Creek Park is a beautiful

metroparks.org). It is one of the largest natural inner city parks

massive natural zone within the city that couples with the ur-

in America (shown as green in Figure 4). The Mahoning River

elements that enrich the lives of the community. Figure 5 shows

ban fabric of downtown to create a unique symbiosis of nature

connects with and extends out from the park and defines the

the four fundamental assets of inner-city Youngstown: Mill

and city in interactive coexistence. It expands from the city into

lower edge of the downtown district. This downtown district is

Creek Park, the Mahoning River, the Downtown District, and

the suburbs covering over 4400 acres of land (www.millcreek-

primarily defined by Federal Street (orange) which houses the

Youngstown, Ohio is home to multiple valuable physical
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majority of dining, nightlife, entertainment and work sites in the
inner-city. Lastly, the Youngstown State University campus (YSU)
is located adjacent to the downtown district. This University of

Deyor
Center

over 15,000 students is steadily growing in size and prominence
providing a vital element to the city and the project.
YSU is largely a commuter school; however, recent years
of student housing development have created a culture shift
where students are increasingly living on the campus. This
provides an ample supply of youth to partake in urban events in
the downtown district. One of the primary goals of this project
is to weave together these vital city elements, and to serve the
growing youth population in the area, while still bringing families
in from the suburbs.
In seeking to bring people into the downtown district
through the creation of a statement building, with corresponding
urban fabric revitalization effects, one must feel that the district
can support this growth. The downtown district already has an
existing dining, nightlife, and entertainment identity. This district
can be pushed into a full blown “urban magnet” for these activities with the creation of a mixed use terminus building like the
Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex. Figure 6 depicts the many
sources of work, nightlife/dining, entertainment, and housing
already existing in the district. This existing fabric implies that the

Covelli
Center

presence of a statement building with a multiplicity of functions
that support the current identity of the city, may be the catalyst
necessary to create an “urban magnet”, drawing in people, and
stabilizing the local economy.

Figure 6. Adjacent City Elements Diagram - (Author)
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toward the indefinite properties of urban assemblage” (Holl,
Urbanisms, 2009, p. 26).
Beyond these major urban assets, at the architectural
and activity based level, the city also is home to multiple other
valuable elements. Figure 8 displays the aforementioned bustling nightlife of the area, depicting a concert festival held twice
a year currently in the middle of Federal Street (Figure 7). The
proposed outdoor venue could become another crucial feature
for these seasonal festivals.
The current economic anchor of Youngstown is the
Covelli Center (Figure 9) depicted in city plan in Figure 6. This

Figure 8. City Nightlife (http://www.sonicbids.com/Opportunity/OpportunityView.		
aspx?opportunity_id=103960)

convention center was built to draw activity to the city. It
struggled over the early years; but with the steady growth and
revitalization of Youngstown it has become a valuable asset,
bringing in increasingly more popular acts and events. Sporting
events like arena football and minor league hockey also occur
here, as well as an array of other activities. This anchor has
been vital to the growth of the city; however a glaring absence
Figure 7. Federal Street View -

(http://tourofthevalley.com/media/2009-media/downtownyoungstown-criterium-2009/)

in the urban fabric is a place for people to stay downtown when

Figure 9. Covelli Center Exterior
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covelli_Centre)

either performing at, or going to see, an event at the Covelli
Center. The Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex seeks to resolve

Steven Holl discusses this strategy of weaving together

this absence in the urban fabric. Becoming an attraction on its

urban assets, and thinking of the city and the project as a whole

own, while providing complimentary amenities to the Covelli

rather than being mutually exclusive when he writes, “A revalued

Center. The complex will act as the second anchor on the Fed-

understanding of the experiential dimensions of urban design

eral Street Downtown District, book ending and encapsulating it

moves beyond the norms of individual architectural intention,

as an “urban magnet”.

Figure 9. Covelli Center Interior
(www.regionalchamber.com)
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Figure 10. Mill Creek Park - Glacier Lake (http://wdwparksgal-stock.deviantart.com/ art/Mill-Creek-		
Park-Glacier-Lake-221286618)

Figure 11. Deyor Center at Powers Auditorium - View from Project
(http://www.facebook.com/pages/DeYor-Performing-Arts-Center/258079797615837)

Figure 10. Mill Creek Park - Lanterman’s Mill
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mill_Creek_Park)

This project proposes a Bike Line that connects this picturesque

tion of people attending different or related functions. Both this

park with the downtown district and Youngstown State

building and the Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex will display

University.

urban activity complimenting their respective natures.

Certain city features are directly adjacent to the project
site, which inform the overall design. Figure 11 depicts the

The images above (Figure 10) depict two of the many

Deyor Center and the historic Powers Auditorium. It shows the

beautiful sites within Mill Creek Park, Lake Glacier and Lanter-

plaza in front of the Deyor Center that is directly across from,

man’s Mill. Breathtaking views such as these are part of the

and visually interconnected with, the project’s venue entry plaza

glory of Mill Creek Park and the value of Youngstown, Ohio.

and hotel. The two resultant plazas will promote a cross-pollina-
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Another vital city element that is directly adjacent to the
project is the historic Red Steel Bridge (Figure 12) over the

Figure 13. Mr. Peanut on Bridge
(http://www.libraryvisit.org/library2.aspx?id=416)

Another part of Youngstown’s rich local culture
involves the legacy of being a hard working, blue collar, steel

Mahoning River, affectionately known as the Mr. Peanut Bridge

town. The long history of steel production in this city is im-

because of a small pop art Mr. Peanut figure located on one of

mortalized in a variety of ways including most prominently

the entry beams (Figure 13). This bridge exemplifies the glory

the Youngstown Steel Museum located a few blocks from the

of the steel era in Youngstown; strong, functional, and

project site. This culture is exemplified in the branding of the

beautiful. It is representative of the mystique of the city. A large

complex as a whole, including the name, super-graphics, and

majority of the hotel rooms will look specifically at this monu-

sculpture park.

mental element.
Rich Local Culture
Youngstown, Ohio has not only attractive physical elements, but it’s community is part of a diverse and rich local cul-

Figure 12. Mr. Peanut Red Steel Bridge - Site Adjacent
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/jwpearce/8081154125/)

ture. According to the 2010 census, “The racial makeup of the
city was 47.0% White, 45.2% African American” with around 8%
Latino and others (2010 U.S. Census, http://factfinder2.census.gov).
The city exhibits a long history of artistic and musical

This aspect of the Youngstown culture is intrinsically
linked to the dining, performance, and nightlife centered

expression. This ties closely with the Dana School of Music and

character of the Downtown District. This culture is located in

Fine Arts Programs at YSU, as well as the presence of a local

zones throughout the city and surrounding area, however it has

city orchestra. Open microphone nights and band concerts are

its strongest expression in the downtown Federal Street district.

a common and popular element of the nightlife of Youngstown,

This implies the possibility that a statement building with activi-

particularly on Federal Street. These artists and musicians often

ties that promote and amplify this identity can help turn the area

bleed out from the university into the local community helping

into an “urban magnet” for such activities.

solidify this artistic identity.
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CHAPTER 4
The Methodology Breakdown
Experience, Activity, & Theory/Concept Model

Having defined the site within the city, the general
methodology can now be broken down into specific project application. The experience, activity, and theory/concept
methodology delves further into specific goals for the project.
Figure 14 displays the methodology breakdown for the Steel
City Hotel & Venue Complex. Here we can see how a series of
goals for experience (micro, phenomenological devices orange), and goals for activity (macro, site selection, programming, and activity based urban planning - red) are all held
together like an atom through the primary architectural theory
(blue), guiding the entire project, interconnecting goals.
Steven Holl describes this process of breaking down
goals into individual facets during conceptualization, only to
have them act as a unified whole in execution when he writes,
“We must consider space, light, color, geometry, detail, and
material in an intertwining continuum. Though we can
disassemble them individually during the design process,
finally they merge” (Holl, Intertwining, 1998, p. 12). Holl further
describes the central role architectural theory/concept plays
in bringing together all of these varied but linked goals as he
writes, “Within the phenomena of experience in a built construc-

Figure 14. Experience, Activity, & Theory/Concept Model - Project Breakdown

tion, the organizing idea is a hidden thread connecting dispa-

(Author)

rate parts with exact intention” (Holl, Anchoring, 1991, p. 10).
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Project Goals for Downtown Youngstown
Youngstown was a once booming steel town. Hit hard

Goal - Act as an “urban nexus” for cross-pollination of 		
people in the city
With it’s multiplicity of activity, vertically distributed public

by outsourcing, the city’s population shrank by over fifty percent

Tangible (Physical) Goals:
Goal- Place for people to stay downtown
Currently there is no lodging in the downtown district of

in the 1970’s and 80’s while Youngstown fell into decline. How-

balconies, and attractive park zones the project will promote an

Youngstown, one must go to the suburbs. With larger events

ever in the last two decades a concentrated effort has occurred

interaction of many different people performing diverse actions

coming to the Covelli Center, and a growing nightlife in the area,

to revive and regrow the city, reinvigorating its once vibrant

at the complex or temporarily residing at the hotel.

a hotel would provide a catalyst for more constant activity and

downtown. In order to understand how the experience, activity,

Goal - Interactive views - cross-pollination

population.

Its connective views to the city including the downtown

Goal - Outdoor venue that also acts as an ice skating rink

specific goals, these goals must be outlined to clearly display

Federal Street district, Deyor Center Plaza, and park views will

One of the most vital elements of the project is an out-

how the design fulfills it’s intent. By listing the goals one can

cause an urban cross-pollination from other surrounding loca-

door venue that also acts as an ice skating rink during the

also discover how previous precedents have found solutions.

tions.

winter. This venue would perform a multiplicity of tasks that

Part of these goals are a product of the specific site conditions

Goal - Encapsulate and stabilize the business district

would enrich the local culture.

& theory/concept model can succeed in achieving project

for the project, sitting on the edge of a transition condition from

The project will be a second anchor on the other end of

urban hardscape facing Federal Street to a more natural

the main Federal Street downtown strip connecting with the first,

greenscape condition along the Mahoning River.

the Covelli Center, encapsulating the Downtown District. Urban

Intangible goals:
Goal - Become a powerful architectural attraction (creating
memories)
The building will be a dynamic addition to the
Youngstown city fabric. It’s grand sculptural form and unique
active facades will stand out as an attraction and a place to visit
and experience in the city.

Goal - Impact the skyline, architectural essence of the city, 		
and activity in city
The building will impact the skyline of the city, acting as a

fabric development effects like the bike trail and gateway arches

beacon calling for activity and diversifying the downtown archi-

will further reinforce this association which will, in turn, help

tectural vernacular. This will improve the overall architectural

solidify the district as an “urban magnet” potentially stabilizing

quality of the district.

and empowering the business district.
Goal - Add to the mystique of the city
This powerful attraction will become part of the culture
of the city, enriching the community through it’s dynamic architectural qualities, multiplicity of enjoyable activities, and unique
historical symbolism.
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an urban plaza with a monument, and the other being a green
zone. Steven Holl desribes the project by writing,
The concept of Kiasma involves the building’s
mass intertwining with the geometry of the city
and landscape which are reflected in the shape of
the building. An implicit cultural line curves to link
the building to Finlandia Hall while it also engages
a “natural line” connecting to the back landscape
and Töölö Bay. (http://www.stevenholl.com/projectdetail.php?type=museums&id=18)

This building performs many of the same actions the
Youngstown project will perform: acting as a transition piece in
Figure 17. Kiasma Art Museum - Ground View
(http://architecturerevived.blogspot.com/2009/09/museum-		
of-contemporary-art-kiasma.html)

the city from an urban to a more natural condition, impacting the
skyline, framing active plazas and zones, and breaking down
the monumental form through human scale articulation based

Figure 15. Kiasma Art Museum - City Plan
(http://www.architectour.net/opere/opera.php?id_opera=525)

Precedent Research - Monumental Transition Object
The Kiasma Contemporary Art Museum in Helsinki,
Finland by Steven Holl is a relevant precedent for many of the
site conditions and goals of the Youngstown project. It sits on
a transition site (Figure 15 - building shown in red) from the
urban hardscape context to a more natural lake setting. Thus,
similarly to the Youngstown site, it acts as a transition piece from
an urban condition to one more natural. Furthermore it’s monumental sculptural form (Figures 16 & 17) impacts the skyline
amongst its mostly traditional surroundings. This monumentality is broken down to human scale through facade articulation
based on interior programming. As a result of its curved wedge

Figure 16. Kiasma Art Museum - Steven Holl - Aerial -

like shape it frames the two sides of the site, one side being

(http://www.stevenholl.com/project-detail.				
php?type=museums&id=18)
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on interior program.

The Project Idea
Design Driving Goals: Activity through the Venue/Rink;
Experience through Monumental Scale

Precedent Research - Urban Rink/Venue
Rockefeller Center in New York City is a relevant prec-

“The site of a building is more than a mere ingredient in

edent to gain insight as to how to create an urban rink/venue
to perform a multiplicity of functions, and be a powerful place

its conception. It is its physical and metaphysical foundation”

to make memories through action and experience. The rink

(Holl, Anchoring, 1991, p. 9). This insightful quote from Steven

is framed by the surrounding monumental buildings. At night

Holl’s book Anchoring discusses an architectural truth, that the

these buildings “gather around you with light” (Figure 18)

physical and metaphysical make-up of a project in some way

creating a backdrop for the action of this urban nexus. It

derives from the site, conditions, and surroundings. The Steel

performs different tasks during different seasons, and it’s activity
creates vibrancy in the city (Figures 18 & 19).

City Hotel & Venue Complex is subject to this fundamental truth.
Figure 19. Rockefeller Center, NYC - Day
(http://www.onemarlin.com/page/8/?detectflash=false)

Furthermore, the precedent research is highly informative for
design solutions in this particular site condition. Located at the

The Youngstown project seeks to do very similar things.

transition point of the city from an urban district (Federal Street

The venue will perform a multiplicity of functions in both seasons creating vibrancy in the city through activity. The hotel

venue, “gathering around you with light” during the night. The

Downtown District) to a more natural park setting surround-

complex will frame the venue with its monumental form. This

solutions explored will serve to ignite the urban community and

ing the Mahoning River, the site implies that the architecture in

framing object will also act as a backdrop for activity of the

enrich the city fabric through memorable sensual experiences,

some way respond to these conditions. This suggests a

and enjoyable activities. This architectural pursuit is actually a

distinctive element that acts as the transition from urban to

pursuit for the city as well, because inevitably, “All architectural

natural.

works are in some way urban works; they either deny or affirm
the potential of the city” (Holl, Urbanisms, 2009, p. 21).

One of the original physical goals for the project was
to have an urban venue/rink. This venue (orange) was to be
associated with the urban element of the site, deriving it’s location from the city intersection on Federal Street at the northeast
corner of the site (Figure 20).
Early schemes of the project attempted to include an
existing Downtown Historic Commission building on the site
(Figure 20). The existing building consisted primarily of three

Figure 18. Rockefeller Center, NYC - Night
(http://virtualofficefaq.wordpress.com/2012/11/14/2012-rocke
feller-center-christmas-tree-lighting/)

four-story facades of plain brick with the street face having
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With the existing building removed, the site was free to
achieve the goals described. The original driving force in form
was the curved nature of the rink/venue. This form implied that
the monumental framing/transition object on the site follow it’s
arc (Figure 21). Having derived it’s shape in plan, sectionally
this monumental object tapers up towards the city street to announce its presence, impacting the skyline (phenomenological
device - Scale - Figure 22), and creating more space for hotel
rooms.
The curved nature of the resultant form created a dual-

Figure 20. Early Schemes Diagram - Lessons Learned - (Author)

Figure 22. Monumental Impact on Skyline Diagram - (Author)
the object acts as the transition between these two dichotomous

ity of site conditions: the inner side concave, the outer side

site circumstances. Essentially the relationship we generally as-

convex. This formal condition led to the primary architectural

sociate with the two sides of a curved form become inverted in

concept guiding the project; the public urban concave side

this architectural setting. Generally a concave condition can be

versus the private nature-oriented convex side. In this manner

described as being insular. However, it actually has the oppo-

traditional historic articulation. The building did not promote the

site effect in this architecture as a result of the nature of human

interactive and phenomenological experience sought after for

perspectival vision. Turning inward the building looks at itself,

this site to create a “perpetually attractive” point in the city. The

promoting interactive views while displaying the facade as a

architectural qualities were lacking experiential exuberance, and

whole. Thus the interior concave side of the bar is public.

it offered no activity based functions for public enjoyment. The

Conversely, a convex condition can be considered to be

early scheme featured the venue wrapped by two separate ob-

extroverted, as it turns outward. Again this association is in-

jects; a hotel Y-type piece, and a curved amenities bar. This at-

verted in this architecture. As a result of the nature of perspec-

tempt to design around the existing building, while still trying to

tival vision, all interior views are radially directed and tangentially

achieve the experience and urban activity based goals desired,

situated on the curve, preventing interaction with other parts of

left the design disjointed and distant from the street (Figure 20).

the building as it turns away from the viewer. Thus the convex

Consequentially, it acted as a hindrance to the actualization of a

side is actually promotes an insular and private experience.

statement building, resulting in the decision to remove the
existing structure.

Figure 21. Concept Diagram - (Author)
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Figure 23. Building as Monumental Transition Object Section Diagram - (Author)

This dichotomous concept of the public urban condition

An interesting element of the experience, activity, and

versus the private natural condition is a thread that defines how

theory/concept methodology is now evident. One individual

logical experience of scale through the monumental building

the phenomenological goals and activity based urban planning

goal can lead to a primary concept which in turn informs the

object, coupled with the transitional nature of the site, led to the

efforts are executed in the project. This architectural instance

execution of the other phenomenological devices and activity

formation of the entire scheme.

creates a specific dialect of the experience, activity, and theory/

based urban planning efforts. The entire model does not have

concept model. Figure 23 is a diagrammatic section display-

to be conceptualized at once but rather, like a puzzle, when one

ing how the building acts as this monumental transition object,

key inspirational goal is determined it may fit with others, even-

buffering and framing the two different sides of the site.

tually comprising the image as a whole. In this case the desire
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to have an activity based outdoor venue, and the phenomeno-

CHAPTER 5
Creating the Activity - Macro Activity Based Urban Planning

Urban Magnet Precedent Granville Island, Vancouver, Canada
Granville Island (Figure 26) in Vancouver, Canada has
taken similar efforts present on 6th Street and transferred them

Having clearly defined the activity, experience, and

to an even larger district, an entire small island. Their chosen

theory/concept methodology as well as the city and site, it is

activities in some ways vary from 6th Street in that they prefer

now time to delve deeper into the model specifically for the
Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex. The exploration begins at
the macro level of activity based urban planning. With the goal

a green sustainable efforts based culture. This island in the
Figure 24. Sixth Street, Austin, TX
(http://johnrrogers.com/tag/6th-street/)

city exhibits a great deal of walkability, with public organic local
markets sporadically placed. They focus largely on the arts,

being to solidify the Downtown Federal Street District as an

supporting local community members in their performances

“urban magnet” for food, the arts, nightlife, and entertainment

or exhibits with multiple venue points woven into the walkable

one must research other cities that have made similar efforts to

fabric. This city similarly exhibits a culture of food and nightlife

create “perpetually attractive” zones.

captured through the sites in the district. Furthermore, Van-

Urban Magnet Precedent - 6th Street in Austin TX

couver has stressed having any tall building meet the street in

6th Street in Austin, Texas (Figures 24 & 25) is an excel-

a manner of articulation that addresses the human scale again

lent example of a district in a city that became a hub for locally

reinforcing the urban walkability of the city.

enjoyable activities, primarily nightlife, food, and entertainment.
This zone caters to the recent college graduate population
placing bars, restaurants, nightclubs, and entertainment venues
within a very close vicinity on this street. As a result people can

Figure 25. Sixth Street, Austin, TX
(http://localism.com/blog/tx/austin/posts/433199/Austin-Tex		
as-Live-Music)

come to 6th Street with a sense of mystery, wondering where
their evening’s experience will take them and to what
enjoyable location. Furthermore the street has revitalized many
of its historic buildings with modern structures interjected. In
this manner it becomes a historic plaza with modern activity.
The pedestrian activity displayed in the photos is evidence that
Figure 26. Granville Island, Vancouver, Canada

this district has become a powerful attractor for the city.

(http://www.eqjournal.org/?p=456)
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Both 6th street and Granville Island exemplify the creation of an “urban magnet”. They have created a zone or
district where certain locally enjoyable activities are promoted
and multiplied, giving people many opportunities to seek the activities and experiences desired. The Steel City Hotel & Venue
Complex likewise seeks to capitalize on the food, performance
art, entertainment, and nightlife culture of Youngstown, promoting the city elements already present on Federal Street, while
amplifying this culture through more activity based program and
public gathering zones.
College Town Urban Magnet Precedent Court Street, Ohio University - Athens, OH

Figure 27. Ohio University - Athens, Ohio - Aerial
(http://www.tumblr.com/tagged/athens%20ohio)

This last precedent has great value in that it informs the
means by which a city embraces a local university. The city
of Athens, Ohio (Figure 27) is essentially just Ohio University.
Urban planning of the city has created districts and zones to
embrace this population. These zones, like Court Street (Figure
28), exhibit a great deal of nightlife and food establishments
with venues for local music. This town thrives as a result of its
willingness to embrace the college culture and economically
promote youth based activities, while maintaining a safe atmosphere.
Youngstown, as a city, could benefit from embracing YSU
as a central driving force in growth by catering to this population
with activities such as those suggested in the Steel City Hotel &
Venue Complex project.
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Figure 28. Ohio University - Athens, Ohio - Court Street
(http://cincinnatimonocle.blogspot.com/2011/08/what-does-		
university-of-cincinnati-know_01.html)

Figure 29. City Strategy Diagram - Site Selection - (Author)

Site Selection - City Strategy

District” (blue) (Figure 29). The two major anchors of Covelli

zone’s prominence. Figure 29 displays the surrounding

Center (red) and the selected site for the Steel City Hotel &

network of dining, nightlife, entertainment, and work

are to weave together major city assets and to define the

Venue Complex act as defining elements for the district while

elements within the district which will cross-pollinate with and

extent of and encapsulate the “Federal Street Downtown

two gateways (yellow) frame Federal Street, announcing the

be amplified by the project, creating this urban magnet. Steven

As previously described the overall city strategy goals
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Figure 31. Gateway Arch Elevation - (Author)
Holl describes this interconnected planning perspective, not always utilized, as he write, “It is odd that few urban
planners speak of the important phenomenological characteristics determining the qualities of urban life – spatial
energy and mystery, qualities of light, color, sound, and smell. The subjectivity of urban experience must be held
Bike Line -

in equal importance to the objective and practical”. (Holl, Urbanisms, 2009, p. 16).
Urban Fabric Development Effects - Interweaving City Assets
The next urban planning goal vital to revitalizing the downtown Youngstown area is to embrace and
connect with the inherent valuable city elements, chiefly Mill Creek Park, Federal Street, and YSU. The primary
means of achieving this is through the implementation of a Bike Line (Figure 30). The Bike Line would extend
from Wick Park (top center - green) directly next to the YSU dormitories, over the highway bridge with sidewalks,
down through the green-scaped heart of campus, onto downtown Federal Street, heading toward the project site
(red), passing through the urban gateway (Figure 31), over the Red Steel Bridge and the Mahoning River following
its path into Mill Creek Park directly by the Rose Gardens and Glacier Lake. This line would also extend through
the park, and potentially into the suburbs of Boardman, Austintown, and Canfield. The Bike Line provides a
progression of city assets experientially, in sequence from green space to urban space and back and forth,
showcasing valuable sites. This will promote tourism and movement in the city causing students and residents to
be more present on the streets through the addition of a pedestrian/bicyclist friendly element. Simultaneously, it

Figure 30. Urban Fabric Development Effects - Bike Line, Arches - (Author)
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implores, “Mark every boundary in the city which has important human meaning – the boundary of
a building cluster, a neighborhood, a precint – by great gateways where the major entering paths
cross the boundary” (Alexander, A Pattern Language, 1977, p. 278).
In three dimensional axonometric view (Figure 33) one can see the hinged, but also shared
view relationship the bridge, river, gateway, and building have in common. It is also noteworthy to
examine the great relative height of the major building behind the Steel City Hotel, the Home Savings & Loan Building. These buildings share a visual relationship from all points of view standing
west of the project looking east. One can also see that relative to the majority of the buildings in
this area the project is fairly tall, long, and dynamic in form (monumentality). It is also important to
point out that all of the apertures, balconies, and views on the side of the building facing the river
look directly at the bridge, river, and it’s greener more natural landscape.

Figure 32. Entering Downtown District Rendering - (Author)
will entice suburbanites to experience a new connective thread between the park and the city, getting exercise while taking in both the picturesque views and the urban sites.
The second urban fabric development effect utilized are the steel arched gateways (Figure
31). They are implemented to encapsulate and book-end the active portions of Federal Street,
creating the “Federal Street Downtown District”. These two gateways not only define the district
(Figures 29 & 32), but also promote economic growth on the eastern half of the strip beyond Federal Square (Figure 29). The two gates also perform a crucial hinge function. From Covelli Center
the gate beckons concert goers or people catching a game to come up to the Federal District and
visit a local restaurant, pub, club, or venue. The gate near the Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex
(Figures 32 & 33) acts not only to define the district, but also relates to the arched steel language
of the bridge, creating a relationship promoting movement. Author Christopher Alexander echoes
the value of urban fabric development efforts like gateways in defining special places when he

Figure 33. City 3-D Axonometric - (Author)
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Activity Based Programming - Multiplying Activity
This final activity based urban goal involves sculpting the program to perform
functions that reinforce, enrich, and amplify the existing desirable urban activities of
the surrounding area. Through this methodology one addresses needs that may not
currently be met in the city while creating an interactive relationship with existing elements. Creating these districts with similar, varied, or complimentary programming
builds on the identity and mystique of the city. Christopher Alexander again supports
these concepts as he writes,
Knit together shops, amusements, and services which are open at
night, along with hotels, bars, and all-night diners to form centers of
night life: well-lit, safe, and lively places that increase the intensity of
pedestrian activity at night by drawing all the people who are out at
night to the same few spots in the town. (Alexander, A Pattern
Language, 1977, p. 182)
Creating districts, pockets, and squares of activity are all ways of adding value to a
zone.
Goals for the Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex Multiplying Youngstown’s Activity - (Figure 34)
- Venue / Rink - Concerts, light shows, media projections, ice skating,
pick-up games of hockey (at own risk), roller hockey, farmer’s market,
conferences, speeches, events.
- Retail - To target YSU youth - H&M, Starbucks, Music store
- Restaurant / Nightclub - Add to nightlife of city, interactive with hotel
and venue
- Lodging - Hotel, gym, pool, lobby, banquet, conferences
- Underground Parking
The outline above displays in bold the programmatic goal followed by the
activities it will perform for the project and for the city. The two primary
programmatic goals stem from the need to have a place to stay downtown, and a
desire for a public venue/rink to perform a multiplicity of public functions, amplifying
activity in the city. The outdoor venue can perform many tasks ranging from concerts
Figure 34. Programmatic Diagram - (Author)
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and speeches, to being a farmer’s market, and becoming an ice

only to create new vitality in the city, but also to amplify the exist-

support the interconnected nature of this new experience, activ-

skating rink. This element becomes attractive to all demograph-

ing activity and identity of the district; defining the zone as an

ity, & theory model in writing:

ics through it’s many applications.

urban magnet improving the overall attractability of the city.

The hotel makes the venue, the district, and Covelli center more valuable as it allows for more transient, visitor based
attendance. As seen in Figure 34 the hotel rooms are located

			
Chapter 6
Creating the Experience - Micro - Architectural Level Phenomenological Devices & Architectural Theory

on all floors level three and above, being more private and thus
elevated with room views facing the bridge, except for the public
lobby (first floor).
Public features are placed on the first floor. These are
generally more transparent to highlight their public nature.

Perception of the every day – the joy of living with
a vision open to phenomena – corresponds to
a metaphorical experiencing of the world. (Holl,
Intertwining, 1998, p. 11)
After defining the methodology, and creating activity

These public functions cater to guests of the hotel, as well as lo-

based programming, the final goal is to take these activities and

cal college students, tourists, or suburbanites looking for a night

bring them to life in a memorable fashion through the phenom-

on the town. They include retail (college student primary driver)

enological execution of the architectural design in architectural

like an H&M clothing shop, a Starbucks (no current coffee shop

concept, idea, or theory. It is at this level that all of the goals

downtown) for studying and gathering, and a music store to at-

outlined in the project methodology come together as one co-

tract the Dana School of Music population as well as the many

hesive unit, satisfying each notion individually and collectively.

musicians performing in the area.
A restaurant/nightclub is present at the shortest end of

If executed properly these ideas and goals manifest into
a building that is highly memorable. It is for this reason that it

the building adding to the nightlife of the city and providing an

should never be forgotten that an architect must show a, “Care-

interactive experience of the venue. This end of the monumen-

ful consideration of materiality, light, color, and texture. … the

tal building also acts as an architectural gateway defining the

sensuous aspect of architecture is crucial …, this is not an end

Chestnut street entry. Lastly subterranean parking is provided

in itself, but a means to engage the inhabitant’s imagination”

to serve primarily the hotel and other elements.

(Holl, Intertwining, 1998, p. 9). Imagination is essentially virtual

This array of activity based planning in site selection,
urban fabric development effects, and programming serve not

Phenomenology concerns the study of essences;
architecture has the potential to put essences
back into existence. By weaving form, space,
and light, architecture can elevate the experience
of daily life through the various phenomena that
emerge from specific sites, programs, and architectures. On one level, an idea-force drives architecture; on another structure, material, space,
color, light, and shadow intertwine in the fabrication of architecture. (Holl, Intertwining, 1998,
p. 11)

memory. The two paradigms are linked to the psychological
impact of our experiences and activities. Steven Holl’s concepts
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Figure 35. Public vs Private Diagram - (Author)

Primary Architectural Theory/Concept - Public vs. Private
The curved nature of the monumental bar creates distinct
physical and conceptual conditions on the two sides of the form
(Figure 35). As discussed earlier, the inner concave side of the
building turns inward, looking towards itself, and the city, framing the venue. Its facade can be visualized as a whole. The
views are interactive and unrestricted (Figure 36). For these
reasons this side of the project seems public in its experience.
This is further reinforced by its urban setting and the public
nature of the venue.
The convex side of the monumental bar acts in the complete opposite fashion. The convex nature of the curve turns
away from an exterior view (Figure 36) preventing one from
viewing the entire facade as a whole. Furthermore the interior
views looking out are radially guided (Figure 36 & 37). One’s
position on the monumental curve is tangential, causing the
viewer to be at the high point of the arc making it difficult to perceive other parts of the building as they turn away. This private

Figure 36. Public Side - Interactive Views Diagram - (Author)

nature is supported by the introspective natural park-like setting
overlooking the bridge and the river.
This form derived reasoning creates an over-arching
architectural concept through which most of the phenomenological experiences, and programmatic activities are organized.

Views of the City Phenomenological Device in Public vs. Private Theory
The public and private nature of the two sides of the

Furthermore, there are vertically scattered public balconies on

monumental bar manifests the phenomenological device of

all floors of the hotel (blue). These public balconies promote

providing views of the city in two distinctly different ways cor-

visual interaction with the opportunity to view other balconies,

responding to the opposing nature of each side. The public

the actions of the venue, and views of the city. The building’s

urban side facing the venue and the city is where all of the

circulation spaces located on this facade have many apertures

circulation for the entire project is located (red - Figure 36).

to involve patrons in the activity of the site as well. This public
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Light - Precedent Research - Phenomenological Device
Nelson-Atkins Museum & Rockefeller Center
Light is a vital phenomenological element that can have
crucial implications to the success of architecture. It is perhaps

the project focuses primarily on the interesting effects of

Rockefeller Center, as discussed before, is also a very

responds phenomenologically very differently from day to night.

creating light fields and silhouettes at night.
The Nelson-Atkins Museum (Figure 38) in Kansas City,

door space and “gathers around it with light”. The patchwork of
articulated lit apertures makes the light an active artistic element

architectural use of light at night. He describes the powerful

in the visual field (Figure 18). In this fashion too the light acts as

architectural technique of light manipulation to create memories

a backdrop for the action of the city.

as he writes,

executes the phenomenological experience of viewing in a
completely opposite way. Each hotel room is articulated with

The facades of the buildings are lit translucent channel

Accordingly, the private side of the monumental bar

informative precedent as to how a taller structure frames an out-

Missouri by Steven Holl is an excellent precedent to explore

The spaces, buildings, window walls, signs, and
colors all intertwine. The glow of night’s spatiality
in the metropolis, a depth formed from shadows,
colors, and a line of sight, differs from the depth
of daytime spatiality from by the sun. Night light
forms fluid luminous space. (Holl, Intertwining,
1998, p. 13)

appreciation of the city.

effects as an,

As an urban building with program largely centered on nightlife

control. It activates space, breathing life into the building, and

nature promotes social and visual interaction as well as

a backdrop for the action of the site. Steven Holl desribes these

Example of fusing landscape/urbanism and
architecture ... experienced in our Nelson-Atkins
Museum of Art. From the arrival into the 500-car
garage skylit by ‘subaqueous moons’ in the plaza
pool, to the overlapping sequence of museum
spaces toplit by the iceberg-like glass lenses.
(Holl, Urbanisms, 2009, p. 37)

the most ethereal and elusive design element to attempt to

Figure 37. Private Side Hotel Room Balcony View - (Author)

enological light design, and the silhouetting it causes, becomes

an extruded private balcony flanked by brick walls. These walls

glass which shine and create massive light fields at night. This

radially guide one’s view specifically towards the historic bridge,

also causes an interesting silhouette effect with objects that

the river, and the park (Figure 37). The tangential nature of the

interact with it. This silhouetting abstracts the objects

curve coupled with the balcony walls restrict a viewer from

interacting with it to an almost solid two-dimensional figure,

looking into another room creating insular balconies that reflect

creating a dynamic interpretation of the activities occurring both

the private nature of this side of the building.

in front of, and behind the translucent light field. This phenom-

Figure 38. Nelson-Atkins Museum, Steven Holl
(http://irevolution.net/tag/map/)
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Figure 39. Public Side Night Rendering - Light - (Author)
Light - The Activator

Similar to the means by which Rockefeller Center is

Complex is vital to the overall character and resultant memo-

form a patchwork shining at night, the public side of the Steel

rable impact of the building. In the day time, the more public a

City Hotel (Figure 39) seeks to frame the urban venue/rink

The shocking joy of vast quantities of urban night
light alters our perceptions of the shape and form
of urban space … Dynamic color … blurs and
multiplies the exhilaration of this metropolitan
space to intense, cinematic levels. (Holl, Urbanisms, 2009, p. 21)

space in the building is, the more transparent it becomes; thus

“gathering around it with light”. This light is a seemingly more

This light, similar to the Nelson-Atkins building, silhou-

more public means more natural day light. However the build-

chaotic assemblage of apertures some of which are either shin-

ettes objects interacting on the site. As a result of these phe-

ing metaphorically and phenomenologically takes on a different

ing in transparency, or lit bright translucent white or color. This

nomena, the light of the building becomes its own attraction and

character that comes alive at night. Again this phenomenologi-

assemblage and varied light types creates an artistic light field

a backdrop for the activity of the venue and the city. Though

cal device of light is utilized to create an experiential goal that

that has visual impact, thus forming memories (Figure 39).

more chaotic in form, all of this light on the inner public side is

corresponds to, and is guided by, the architectural concept of

Steven Holl describes the wonderment caused by this

located along circulation routes that generally will always stay lit

having both a public urban side and more private scenic side.

phenomena of colored light fields pervading space at night as

at night in the hotel function. Consequentially, the public side of

he elucidates,

the building’s light is both more chaotic and more constant.

The utilization of light in the Steel City Hotel and Venue

framed by the surrounding taller buildings whose lit apertures
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Figure 41. Private Side Night Diagrams - Situational Light - (Author)
The use of color adds visual interest and will interact

backdrop for the activity of the city, the private side of the build-

(Figure 41). Though its form is more regular and less visually

uniquely with different weather conditions like rain or snow. The

ing’s “spatiality is quite different” depending more on darkness

stimulating, its dynamism comes from its varying configurative

lit and colored glass in the public facade is depicted diagram-

for its performance.

state, like a human consciousness, always changing, re-config-

matically in Figure 40. The shining light will also call attention

The private side’s light performance is much more

uring. This is in stark contrast to the public side which is formal-

to the project, beckoning to other parts of the city for active

subtle. The rhythm and order of the apertures and balconies

ly and visually quite dynamic with its configurative state being

response. This is the nature of the dynamic night light on the

on the private hotel room facade are more regular. Some of

essentially constant, machine-like. Here the phenomenological

public side of the building. The private side of the building fac-

the public elements do have lit panels on this side as the public

device of light at night, in the architectural concept of public

ing the river and bridge perform much differently.

nature of these programmatic elements starts to bleed through

versus private, creates not only an organizational scheme that

to the private side. In accordance with the overriding concept,

is coherent, but also a sensual effect that is both metaphorically

the light dynamics are more personal, subject to human action,

insightful and viscerally memorable.

The extreme contrast to this blast of urban color
is felt in the mystery of a rural valley in winter,
carpeted with a fresh powder of snow and bathed
in moonlight. The spatiality here is quite different
from the urban and it depends on surround darkness for its primary effect. (Holl, Urbanisms, 2009,
p. 21)

ever changing. This is because the configuration of the light at
night will be based solely on who is present within their rooms,
creating action. In this manner this facade is in situational flux

Holl describes essentially the two different phenomenological states this project seeks to encapsulate, through this
means of public and private organization. Where the public
side seeks to be a “blast of urban color” in a more chaotic but
constant state, engulfing an inhabitant and becoming a
Figure 40. Public Side - Lit Channel Glass Diagram - (Author)
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Historical Symbolism - Branding
Symbolism can be a powerful architectural tool to represent fundamental ideas key to a project, it’s site and it’s city.
Symbolism is often a means of communicating concepts influential to the identity of a building. This can be executed
in a variety of fashions to represent a plethora of ideas and
concepts, however one of the primary utilizations in architecture is to connect with the building’s, the site’s, and/or the city’s
history. This historic symbolism can be manifested materially,
Figure 42. Defend Youngstown
Logo - (http://warrenexpresse-

Figure 43. Civil War Memorial
Federal Square -

dorg/2013/02/03/defendingyoungstown/)

(http://www.flickr.com/photos/
jwpearce/8256070266/)

formally, graphically, or often through a means of branding.
In the case of the proposed project, the historic symbolism is
manifested primarily through materials, super-graphics, and
project branding.
Youngstown’s essential reputation is that of a blue collar
steel town that works hard and plays hard. The goal in branding was to capture this essence through the project name, sign,
and logo. Figure 42 displays a logo of a popular movement in
Youngstown whose purpose is to value, appreciate, and fight for

(www.flickr.com)

the city and its citizens. This logo depicts a steel worker with a

the hotel complex entry facade. This super-graphic would be

hammer standing in front of the tallest building in Youngstown ,

approximately twenty-five feet tall, composed of different metal-

the First National Bank Building (Figure 45) looking into Federal

lic sheets extruded at different depths. The main character and

Square and the Civil War Memorial Statue (Figure 43).

statue would protrude several inches from the building graphics,

This logo captures both the hard working blue collar

Figure 44. Author’s Adaptation of Logo - Super-graphic - (Author)

Figure 45. Logo View Downtown Youngstown -

being composed of cor-ten. The graphical buildings would be

character of the local population and history, but also the urban

fabricated in brushed aluminum. This super-graphic would be

nature of the city with its historic beauty. An adaptation of this

backlit at night.

logo was created (Figure 44) to be a massive super-graphic on
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During the day the graphic’s metallic textures of positive
space will give it one identity, while at the night it will be
silhouetted in light, with negative space shining through from the
backlighting (Figure 47). This branding corresponds to the choice
of name and its historical significance, the “Steel City Hotel”
(Figure 46 - left). This name and super-graphic reinforce and
celebrate the city’s identity and history, while bringing a modern
and exciting nightlife based connotation with its unique design
and ability to shine in the dark. These elements call out the
hotel as special and invite activity. Figure 47 displays the powerful
impact these branding efforts have on the identity of the project
coupled with the unique architectural form, articulation, and the
dynamic light.

Figure 46. Hotel Name and Sign - (Author)

Figure 47. Hotel Entry Facade - Night Rendering - (Author)
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Figure 48. Materials Utilized in Project - (Author)
Material Symbolism - Phenomenological Device Materiality in Programming, Served vs. Servant, Context
Symbolism is also manifested through the material
choices made in a project and how they correlate to a city’s
history, a metaphorical concept, or programmatic function. This
is essentially the means of material symbolism in the Steel City
Figure 49. Material Influences on Federal Street (Photos Taken by Author)

Hotel & Venue Complex.
Some of the primary material choices were influenced by

Figure 50. Served vs. Servant Diagram - (Author)

the surrounding context of Federal Street. Figure 49 displays
the utilization of metal panel and brick as a common material in

Cor-Ten steel panels (Figure 48) were chosen as a

the downtown urban context. As a result these two materials

metaphorical expression to represent the service spaces in the

were chosen to be used in a programmatic symbolism. Brick

building, fire stairs, kitchen, and hotel back of house (Figure

(Figure 48) was chosen as the material to programmatically and

50). This material was chosen because of its rough, strong, and

metaphorically represent the hotel spaces on the private side.

rusticated connotations (steel town undertones). It represents a

Symbolically this is appropriate to the hotel room function as

material that works hard.

brick is a softer more residential in scale. Furthermore, much

The next material chosen was informed by the context of

like the hotel rooms are modular, the material of brick is modular

the surrounding federal street architecture, brushed aluminum

in nature.

metal panel (Figure 48 & 49). This material symbolically
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3-D Axonometrics
Having defined the methodology for project conceptualization,
and broken down the experience, activity, and theory model to their
individual goals, the project can now be viewed as a whole. One can
see how these multiple different design elements and techniques
combine through the theory and concept to create a cohesive entity.
In Figure 51 one can begin to understand the facades in their entirety,
noting their physical, formal, material, and conceptual duality.

Figure 51. Project 3-D Axonometrics - (Author)

represents the public spaces of the hotel, being still metallic and
strong in nature, consistent with the theme of the branding (Steel City
Hotel), however, being more refined and reflective, acting as “modern
metal” performing the task of circulation but being more polished than
that of the strictly utilitarian cor-ten. This metal’s reflective nature also
promotes the light field actions at night.
Finally public spaces are represented materially through the
transparency of their facades, broken only by the lit channel glass patterns that activate the public venue (Figure 48).
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Figure 52. Sculpture Park Axonometric (Author)

interaction, and beauty. The park would house local work and
would ideally have monumental sculptures that would pertain to
the local culture. For example, “The Bolt” (bottom right) again
captures this steel town culture while “The Helix”, and “The
Dancer” represent Youngstown’s affinity for the performing arts
(Figure 53). This notion of having a sculpture park plaza as
part of the entire complex is supported by research in the book
Urban Patterns as it dictates,

Sculptural Form & Artistic Elements
Phenomenological Device & Urban Fabric Effect
The final phenomenological goal in the project is the
utilization of sculptural form and artistic elements. This is manifested both through the unique sculptural form of the
monumental curved tapering bar, and also the sculptural steel
form of the venue entry (Figure 52) which is likened to a cone
emerging from the ground, carving out space for venue en-

Ideally a good building in itself should really be
a work of art architecturally. It should not need
another object to make it good. But if you have a
first-rate sculpture next to an excellent building –
and some rapport or tension between them – this
can well lead to an enhancement of the urban surrounding. (Eisner et. al., 1993, p. 576)
This sculpture would undoubtedly enhance the urban surroundings and become a vital connective thread for the adjacent
Deyor Center Plaza, promoting a cross-pollination of people
with different outlooks and purposes on any given day.

try. This steel structure is also reminiscent of both the gateway
arches in the urban fabric. These steel trusses hold up certain
hotel balconies and support lighting instruments and a projector screen for the venue. The venue entry object has a covered
portion which has two small covered brick build outs to hold a
projector and production equipment that can be locked.
This last phenomenological manifestation of the artistic
elements is also in many ways another attraction for the city, the
Sculpture Park (Figures 52 & 53) surrounding the venue
entrance. This park becomes a place of gathering, wonder,
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Figure 53. Views of the Sculpture Park - (Author)

CHAPTER 7
The Project - Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex

This composition of goals in experience and activity, threaded
together in architectural theory is an in depth process in conceptualization
and execution. It yields a highly unified project that fulfills goals beyond
those consciously pursued in its inception. The experience, activity, and
theory model allows one to pursue a multiplicity of concepts, utilizing
them all, while still maintaining a concise and direct vision.
Site Plan - Figure 54
Here we can see the building as a whole with its dynamic extruded
balconies on the public side reaching out both formally and visually to
the venue and the city. The direct connection to the bridge and the river
is evident and efforts in landscape design were made to have the private
side of the project site be pastoral and picturesque. This is done through
the utilization of a bioswale retention pond as well as flower planting
regions, all of which are fitted with benches for viewing the river, bridge,
and/or the building. The currently landscaped parking lot below the site
will serve the public. As a result of this project’s success, this site too
would be filled in with valuable urban architecture. Note the entrance and
exit (red arrows) to the underground parking as well as the main vehicular
and pedestrian circulation plaza that hugs the building. One can also see
the visual connection between the Deyor Center Plaza and the sculpture
park. These elements might share inhabitants, promoting interaction. This
connection may be physically manifested through a brick inlay in the road
extending out the triangle of the venue entry piece.
Figure 54. Site Plan - (Author)
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View from on Federal Street

Figure 56. View from Across the River Looking Back - (Author)
Impacting the Skyline - Visual Connections
The design of the Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex would have a powerful effect
on the urban skyline of Youngstown. The materials are sympathetic to the urban vernacular

View from the Deyor Center across from the project site

while the form is dynamic. Figure 55 displays a series of photographs taken (by the author)
of the site within the city and its current presence, or lack there of, on the skyline. Images of
the project were then superimposed upon these photos to see how the project will impact
the skyline. One can see it’s presence from on the Federal Street (top), a view looking from
the Deyor Center across the street (middle), and how the building would call attention from a
distance in the city (bottom). Figure 56 depicts a view from over the river looking back at both
the river and bridge, and also the building and arched gateway. These images depict the
View from a distance in the city

Figure 55. Impacting the Skyline Before & After
(Photos taken by and adapted by Author)
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building’s presence in the city and relationship in terms of scale and materiality.

and short term parking. There is an independent drop-off loop
for the restaurant/nightclub. One can see the various places
of meeting throughout the site on both sides with qualities that
reflect either the public or private nature of their location. The
bioswale retention pond will be visible from the coffee shop and
hotel rooms providing a picturesque natural element on site to
match the river. A complimentary urban fountain is provided at
the entrance to the venue before the Sculpture Park to create a
dichotomy between the informal retention pond on the private
side and the formal fountain on the public side (Figure 57). The
public program (restaurant, and retail) are hugged by the

Figure 58. Third Floor Plan - (Author)

Figure 57. First Floor Plan - (Author)

pedestrian plaza creating a market like setting. This first floor is
changes at each facet. This space was thus generally chosen

a double height space with small mezzanines designed into the

as a servant space, acting either as mechanical chase, or fire

restaurant / nightclub, the H&M, the Starbucks, and the Music

stair towers. The first floor plan (Figure 57) displays the rela-

Store. The public lobby with its banquet hall, the retail sector,

great deal of left over or awkward space is a difficult task. This

tion of the building to the site as well as the programmatic

and restaurant all have the capability to independently lock up

project solves these issues by faceting the curve into a series

breakdown of the public section of the building. In Figure 57

or run business at desired times assuring safety on the com-

of straight walls offset and parallel. Perpendicular walls can

one can see the vehicular/pedestrian plaza of street that hugs

plex.

be created between these parallel walls to create a localized

the building, serving the dual purpose of being somewhat of an

rectangle. Interstitial space (orange) is created when the angle

“urban boardwalk” and acting as a service entry for deliveries

Floor Plans
Designing a curved building form and not creating a
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The third floor (Figure 58) is where the hotel pool, and
gym are located. The Lobby is a triple height space creating

Figure 60. Typical Hotel Room
Plan - (Author)

Seventh Floor Plan - (Author)

Fifth Floor Plan - (Author)

Sixth Floor Plan - (Author)

Figure 59. Fourth Floor Plan - (Author)

visual interaction between the two floors. The double height

floor east of the last fire stair. Of note are the various balconies

(blue) fit into the bar creating localized orientations while finding

nature of the first floor permits the design of the third floor pool

on each floor creating a patchwork of interactive viewing plat-

utilization for the interstitial spaces resulting from angle change.

above the banquet hall, all of which share a scenic view out to

forms, culminating in a 7th floor roof deck that could house a

As the building terraces out toward the venue at the hotel entry

the river.

seasonal bar or events (Figure 59).

side of the bar, larger and larger public gathering spaces are

There are three fire stair towers, the two main in the cen-

Figure 60 displays the typical hotel room floor plan ar-

ter of the bar, and a third smaller one next to the hotel entrance.

ranged in mirrored couples to share balcony platforms. One

Fire escapes were designed to permit exit from the 3rd and 4th

can see the means by which these regular shaped hotel rooms
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created which could potentially house games such as pool,
ping-pong, or other lounge time elements.

One can see the association in form
between the bridge, the gateway, the venue
entry, and the steel trusses supporting the
winged public balconies which extrude from the
interstitial floor space. They are all steel structures sharing the arched shape in form with the
exception of the public balcony supports.

Figure 61. Public Venue Side Elevation - (Author)
Elevations
In elevation one can see the formal and material differences between the public and private sides of the hotel com-

wise regular field. Note the sculpture parks playful presence on
the horizon of the complex Figure 61).
The private side elevation exhibits extruded angled hotel

plex. The primary public feature is the scattered system of

room balconies. This extruded angle of the balconies and

windows and lit channel glass (Figure 61). This pattern is not

public spaces (Lobby, Retail, Restaurant) is meant to soften the

random but is based on a six feet wide vertical metal panel in

building edge line in the more natural setting (Figure 62). The

banding, with horizontal banding deriving from interstitial floor

regular pattern of the hotel room apertures and balconies is

spaces and general window height divisions. Some of the

in stark contrast to the more chaotic public side, exhibiting an

windows pierce this pattern creating a chaotic effect in an other-

almost residential repetition reminiscent of an apartment setting.

Figure 62. Private River Side Elevation - (Author)
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Sections
The mezzanine levels in the retail (Figure 64) and restauNote the super-graphic.
Lit channel glass gym.

rant, (longitudinal section) are depicted showing the potential
for unique sectional conditions within the individual programmatic elements. One can also see how the pool is designed
above the banquet hall with it’s lower ceiling. The steel support
structures for the extruded public balconies are depicted in the
center of the section that is looking out to the venue, sculpture

Figure 63. Hotel Entry Facade Elevation - (Author)
The hotel entry facade elevation (Figure 63) depicts the

park, and arched venue entry. These supports are designed
to hold lighting and audio equipment as well as a projection
screen for digital media entertainment (Figure 64 - center). One

super-graphic logo on the front of the building reaching out to

gets a sense of what it is like to look out into the venue and the

the local population in its historic symbolism and it’s anthropo-

city from the hotel balconies. The interior window apertures

morphic form. The linear bands that define the building’s form

in the circulation spaces can be seen in section depicting the

break down the large facades and call out the entry. Red and

intriguing formal quality of their scattered design.

white lit channel glass illuminate the hotel entry at night. Of note
is the manner in which the building twists away from the viewer,
insinuating motion as if the building were alive.

Figure 64. Longitudinal Section - (Author)
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The transverse section (Figure 66) depicts the duality
of view present in the project. When in your room the balcony
view is private and guided by the extruded walls, where as outside on the hallway balconies one can look to other balconies
with an unrestricted view. The programmatic distinction between public spaces on the first floor and mezzanine level and
the private spaces on the hotel levels above is also shown.
The City section (Fig. 65) depicts the height associations
made by the project, acting as the mediator between the lower
bridge object and the tall Home Savings and Loan Building.
One can also see how the building tapers from seven floors
to three, sweeping up towards Federal Street. Of note is the
progression down into the venue as well as the underground
parking.

Figure 66. Transverse Section - (Author)

Figure 65. City Section - (Author)
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Figure 67. Venue Entry Ramp Section - (Author)

The experiential progression coming from the street into

Passing the fountain one focusses on the monumental

ramp for handicapped accessibility. In concluding the progres-

the venue is depicted in the venue entry ramp section (Figure

sculptures surrounding the venue entry (Figure 67). These

sion into the venue one passes under the steel arch with lit red

67). When heading into the sunken venue/rink one first passes

large objects are reflective and metallic in nature, glistening in

translucent signage announcing arrival at the “Youngstown

a formal fountain constructed of masonry with cor-ten panelling

the daylight, and reflecting color at night. Their gestural form

Venue & Rink”. The stepped nature of the amphitheater con-

as facades below stone caps. The fountain has two levels with

implies motion much like the building seems to twist and move.

struction is shown as well as small brick build-outs adjacent to

the top spilling down into the lower. This fountain becomes a

Tables are set up on both sides of the sculpture park for gather-

the entry arch on both sides to house sound and lighting control

gathering space in the city, taking on sentimental value as

ing or reflecting.

equipment as well as a projector. These brick structures would

patrons drop coins in to make wishes, or stop to enjoy the flowing sound of water while viewing the sculpture park.

Descending into the venue one travels under the steel
skeleton of the “entry cone” dug into the ground providing a
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have small windows for access that can only be opened by key
for safety of equipment (Figure 67).

am reminded of my place in the city, and in awe when I think of what this
place looked like before the Steel City Hotel was built; empty, a hole in
the city. Its fun to locate my room on the facade while thinking about
what the other guests might be doing. I’ll stop and sit by the small pond
and feed a few ducks before it gets too dark.”
“Crossing the street (Figure 69) I can already see my friends
down in the venue getting ready for tonight’s concert. The sculpture
gleams as the building’s twisting form looks like it’s dancing. I’m going
to drop a coin in the fountain and make a wish, but first I’d rather stop in
the sculpture park to eat lunch at a table next to “The Helix”. The excitement for tonight’s show is building. I love when the lights come on here.”

Figure 68. Private Green Side Elevation - (Author)
CHAPTER 8
Being there - Making the Memories Facades as a Whole
Having come to a thorough understanding of the project and associated meanings, theories, and objectives, the reader is now asked to take
the phenomenological journey to the building through three-dimensional
imagery and experiential narratives. These narratives exemplify the interconnected activity of the project, one action leading to another, leading to
another, eventually utilizing many facets of the project. They also depict
the ability of the project to be a powerful setting for memories.
“Walking up from visiting the river (Figure 68) I am struck by the way
the cor-ten panelling is lit by the sun. Seeing the monumental sculptural
form of the structure in relation to the towering Home Savings Building I
Figure 69. Public Urban Side Rendering - (Author)
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Urban Gateways
“The hotel rooms over the restaurant extend outward to the street implying a gate or
outdoor room, acting as the transitional space from outside of the complex to inside. I parked
in the side lot because I need to run to the music store for class today, but something about
this place is making me want to stay. This architectural gate is denoting a special zone. The
sculpture park beckons from a distance for my presence. The transparency of the restaurant
(Figure 70) in the sunlight accentuated by white lines and glass panels sparks my attention,
enticing entrance, and instilling an interest as to what it would be like to stay in the hotel for a
night. Maybe I’ll come back later to go to the nightclub on the restaurant’s mezzanine level.
It’s Friday and I’ve heard this is the new hot spot in town.”

Figure 71. Steel Arch Gateway Approaching Project - (Author)
“Metallic white or silver bands extrude and inflect from the interstitial space between floors,
again making the building seem like its twisting away from me (Figure 71). This motion catches
my eye which then feels compelled to follow the path of prominent lines, first following the arch,
then the large silver band separating the side elevation from the front, wrapping around to the
venue, next this inflected wedge distorting angular orientation, and finally the large white linear
mass that defines the main entry and third floor balcony. There’s a woman prepared to enter and
she seems dwarfed by these shapes, yet their aesthetic form promotes an appealing surrealism

Figure 70. Architectural Gateway - Chestnut Street - (Author)

in scale grandiosity. I walk under the gateway to get a better look at that super-graphic.”
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Chapter 1 -

Scenic Bioswale Retention Pond
“One can see the beauty of this scenic setting
(Figure 72). The tables inside the coffee shop
look like excellent places to sit down and study,
while talking a stroll around the site and down
to the river could be a relaxing experience. The
loosely manicured retention pond reminds me
of cattails in a marsh I saw playing as a child.
People sitting up on their balconies look down
at the sky’s reflection in both the river and the
bioswale. From this perspective the building
and the people are reflected on the water. I
might spend some time reading on my
balcony before getting ready to go to dinner at
the restaurant with my Husband and Daughter.
There is a concert and light show at the venue
later. These few large lit channel glass panels
create dynamic reflections in the pond at night
with silhouettes of students conversing behind
the glass.”

Figure 72. Scenic Bioswale Retention Pond - (Author)
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Venue / Ice Rink - Multiplicity of Function
Venue - Concert
“I’m descending into the venue just arriving at the big show (Figure 74), and the red lit translucent signage makes me feel like
I’ve arrived at a special experience. It’s like being a football player running through a sign before homecoming game. I can see an
array of different people from all angles on balconies everywhere, even on the roof. As the band plays its first song, I start to realize
the light show for this concert is the building. This colored and white lit panelling looks like stars and planets in the night sky.”		

Figure 73. Venue Entry During Day - (Author)
“The concert was great but its too late to head
home now. This would be a perfect time to get a drink and
a bite to eat at the restaurant before heading up to a hotel
room. Waking up in the morning the sun greets the mind
with a scenic view of the river and the bridge. I think I’m
going to look at a guitar in the music store before leaving
town. The venue is transformed (Figure 73) for a speech
by Vice President Joe Biden later today, one couldn’t even
tell there was a concert here last night.”

Figure 74. Venue Entry at Night - Concert - (Author)
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Venue / Ice Rink - Multiplicity of Function
Ice Rink - Ice Skating
“The family has been
wanting to go ice skating
(Figure 75) ever since it
got cold. It’s a quick drive
into Youngstown from the
suburbs. They could go
skating amongst the shining lit colored glass of the
hotel facade. The way the
colors shimmer on the ice is
beautiful. Last time someone slipped on the ice but a
group of people up on the
hotel balconies rooted for
him to get back at it. After
skating everyone is going
to feel pretty hungry so my
wife made reservations at
the restaurant. The kids will
have a blast.”

Figure 75. Public Side 6th Floor Balcony View - Ice Skating - (Author)
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Figure 76. Circulation Drive & Venue Farmer’s Market - (Author)

Venue/Ice Rink - Multiplicity of Function - Farmer’s Market

“Local vendors brought in organic food to the Farmer’s Market (Figure 76) feed a growing supply of health conscious Youngstownians. The pedestrian drive is bustling with activity from local horticulturists. The opportunity to meet someone new and form a new relationship is ripe on this beautiful day. A group of college students came down on their bikes to purchase some vegetables for their 		
dorm room, before heading into the H&M to pick up some trendy shirts. After class they are going to take the Bike Line into Mill Creek Park for a day outside in the sun. Maybe I should try that.”
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Sculpture Park - “The Bolt”
“Highly polished metal sculpture glistens and reflects in the
light (Figure 77). The man standing next to “The Bolt” seems
impressed with its monumental scale. It makes me think
back to the history and culture that make this city great. The
steel backbone of the community. The angular red metal
sculpture in the background looks like floating planes. A
competition will be held later in the year for the annual award
of the chosen local sculpture to be part of the park. Some
people are gathered with friends at surrounding picnic tables
enjoying their lunch break. Others wonder at the variety of
systems comprising the architectural attraction”.

Figure 77. Sculpture Park - The Bolt - Rendering - (Author)
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Sculpture Park “The Helix” & “ The Dancer”
“Walking underneath
the monumental ‘Helix’ sculpture (Figure 78) that hides a
view of the building until crossing its threshold, one begins
to question the nature of life.
The nearby ‘Dancer’ sculpture
seems to be doing just that,
dancing with the ‘Helix’. The
transparency in daylight of the
public amenities on the first
floor allows me to peer through
the building catching glimpses
of the red steel bridge from the
venue”.

Figure 78. Sculpture Park - The Helix, The Dancer - Rendering - (Author)
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CHAPTER 9
Conclusion - Project Overview

Fundamentally, the project also sought to bring a new

I truly believe the Steel City Hotel & Venue Complex

spark of vitality to the Youngstown urban fabric. With its experi-

would be the type of project that could spark serious growth

ential qualities of scale and light, and multiple urban and natural

and revitalization. The conceptualization took into account

tectural education. It puts forth the concept that an architect

gathering spaces, it represents ideals I strive for both in life and

everything valuable about Youngstown, and sought to multiply

must be willing to examine and search for “pure truths” in archi-

in architecture. To experience great things, to enjoy exuberant

and amplify these things. Coupling activities that are related or

tecture. These truths are not universal but rather often subjec-

activity, to connect with people and explore new things. Often in

mutually enjoyable is the key to creating interesting zones or

tive based on the thinker. In searching for truth the fundamental

architecture we are looking for the same things we are looking

districts. This is what great architecture should do. It must make

goal is to attain a methodology that provides one with a means

for in life.

everything around it better, it should never detract from any-

This thesis is in many ways the culmination of my archi-

of design. This thesis has fulfilled this metaphysical and
intellectual pursuit.
A direct methodology that breaks architectural goals

The project succeeds in creating a “perpetually attractive
site” through its multiplicity of function that has the possibility
of changing with time, but also through its practical analysis

thing, but rather focus on building synergy and symbiosis within
its surroundings.
Finally, the project becomes a wonderful setting for

down to a prime set was discovered. To bring any art or sci-

of what the city needs to become great. It’s sculptural form is

memories regardless of demographic, it really does has some-

ence to its simplest form is a fundamental step in coming to

impressive yet its simplicity in organization, conceptualization,

thing for everyone. The images created display a powerful

great insight. The experience, activity, and theory/concept

and constructability make it a plausible solution to the revitaliza-

place, of which one must visit many times to understand the

methodology provides one with a prime set of criterion from

tion of Youngstown. The project has shown that it has the ability

many performances the building can achieve. A building must

which to work with in the architectural pursuit. This prime set of

to multiply activity. In multiplying activity an architect can create

perform. It must be an active player in the creation of psycho-

goals can be broken down further to address any project spe-

a stronger drive for people to become attracted to a zone. In

logical impact. Places that are memorable leave valuable traces

cific ideals.

developing a phenomenologically interesting space we spark

on our soul just as people who impact our hearts and minds live

metaphysical wonder. These are the fundamentals of all archi-

in the psyche eternally.

Primarily the thesis seeks a system of creating great
buildings. It attempts to go beyond the vague notions of ab-

tecture. The experiences we seek and the activities we wish to

stract organization and intuitive design to attain a systematic

perform. These are fundamental for all users including archi-

approach with limitless solutions. This thesis project has been

tects. It is the architect who gets to bask in the abstract wonder

successful in the development of a limitless solution set

of theory and concept to bring these experiences and activities

methodology.

to life.
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